In the course of a turkological and historical search for evidence surviving in Europe, and particularly in Venice, relating to the non-Ottoman Turkish states and to the 'Nogai Tartar' horde, I paid particular attention to the descriptions of Muscovy dating from the early modern period. 1 Among these is the Libellus de legatione Basilii (1525), a treatise comparing the regime governing the Nogai horde with the Venetians' oligarchical government. The work, well known throughout Europe, enjoyed special attention in Venice. The author was the Italian historian Paolo Giovio (1483-1552) who had accompanied Dimitrij Gerasimov, Muscovy's envoy to the papal court, during his stay in Rome in 1525.
At the beginning (page [1v]) of the Libellus, Giovio promised to supply a printed map of Muscovy: 'Regionis … situs … in tabula typis excusa figurabitur' [the territory will be depicted in a printed map], but until now modern scholars have been able to do no more than complain of its absence from extant copies of the Libellus. It is easy to be intimidated by the weight of so widespread a conviction, but I am now persuaded that I have found a map corresponding to the one promised by Giovio and which fits the text so well that it has become a habitual point of reference in my reading of the Libellus.
I came across the map in Venice's Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana in a quarto volume bound in parchment in the eighteenth century. It is placed between two sixteenth-century treatises on Muscovy: namely Giovio's Libellus and Johannes Fabri's Moschovitarum iuxta mare glaciale religio. 2 For me it was a lucky and fruitful discovery. At the time (just before 2006), however, there was neither reason nor occasion for me to think about broadcasting it outside my own specialist field of Turkish language and literature and sixteenth-century relations between Venice and the East. Thus the existence of a surviving example of Giovio's map remained unknown to map historians.
Paolo Giovio's Map of Muscovy, by Marica Milanesi
As is well known, no copies of the map of Muscovy promised by Paolo Giovio in his Libellus de legatione Basilii (1525) have been found before now, although text and map were widely used by cartographers and by those writing about Muscovy in the sixteenth century. 3 In the last issue of this journal, Jakub Niedźwiedź could do no more than refer to Heinrich Michow and Leo Bagrow's view that Gerardus Mercator had made use of 'several cartographical and narrative sources, the most important of which [included] the maps by Paolo Giovio and Battista Agnese'. 4 However, as noted above, one copy of the lost map has finally been discovered by Giampiero Bellingeri, of Venice's Ca' Foscari University, who published a photograph of it in two articles on turkology, which came out in 2006 and 2017. 5 The separateness of the two fields of study prevented the find from being brought to the attention of historians of cartography, a lacuna that we are attempting to remedy with this brief description.
The woodcut map measures 45.3 by 32.8 centimetres. It has letterpress text but lacks coordinates and compass points. The cartouche in the top right-hand corner gives the title: Moschoviae Tabula ex relatione De/metrii legati descripta sicuti ipse a Pluribus / accepit cum totam provinciam minime se pera/grasse fateatur. Anno MDXXV Mense Octob [Map of Muscovy provided by the ambassador Demetrius, set out from what he learned from many people, as it is acknowledged that he had travelled very little in the province as a whole.
October 1525] (Fig. 1 ). 6 The four inscriptions are taken from passages in Giovio's Libellus. 7 The regions shown are those situated between the Arctic Sea (Oceanus Scythicus) to the north; the Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea and Balkan countries to the west; Anatolia, the Caucasus and western Persia to the south; and the Caspian Sea up to the mouth of the Volga River to the east. The southern part of the map is drawn in a style appropriate for the sixteenth-century, with a mixture of modern and Ptolemaic names, but the northern part is completely modern.
A total of 136 places are marked on the map. Of these, 109 derive faithfully from the Libellus (which contains 219 geographical names, of which 164 belong to the area shown on the map). Ancient names and those of places no longer relevant to the contemporary political situation have been omitted. Of the major lakes, rivers and cities on the map, only 26 are unnamed, including the 'Occa' (Oka, a tributary of the Volga) and the 'Dividna Maior' (the northern or Severnaja Dvina), although both are referred to by name in the Libellus. 8 The only modern names missing from the map are those of the cities of 'Rostovia' (Rostov), 'Novogrodia Minor' (Nizhny Novgorod) and 'Surcicum oppidum' (the 'Basilowgorod' of Sigmund von Herberstein's map of 1549), the northern regions of 'Obdoria' and 'Udoria', and the 'Cremii', 'Turcae', 'Ugulici' and 'Zagathai Tartari' peoples. The unnamed river Kama, not mentioned in Libellus, appears in the usual form used on Ptolemaic maps.
Many of the geographical names of Muscovy mentioned in the Libellus, and thus also marked on the map, had already appeared on fifteenth-century and earlier maps. 9 Others are listed in Matthias (Maciej) of Miechów's Tractatus of 1517; of these, about twenty are missing from Giovio's map. 10 New names and features on the map occur mainly in the northern part of Muscovy: some cities, the Arctic rivers, some of the Volga and Dnieper tributaries, and a few tribal names. Like Matthias, Giovio gives no information about territories northeast of the Volga. In general, Giovio follows Matthias's treatise for the river systems. Both write that Ptolemy's Mounts Ryphaei and Hyperboraei are only fables; that the great Muscovy rivers are born not in the non-existent mountains, but in marshy plains; and that the inhabitants of the north are peoples of the forest, not of the mountains (on the map, the seemingly limitless Russian forests are evoked by a liberal scatter of trees). Don and Volga are given separate sources by Giovio as by Matthias, with the Volga, Neper (Dnepr), Dividna minor (Zapadnaya Dvina), and Volc[hov] rising in a Palus magna and the Tanais (Don), Moscus (Moskva) and Occa (here unnamed) having their sources in the plains.
It seems likely that Giovio's map was derived from an earlier model, based on the Tractatus of Matthias of Miechów, and enriched by information from Ambassador Dimitrij Gerasimov. It also seems to me that the main purpose of the map was to show the real sources of the Russian rivers (as already announced in the title of Libellus) and to indicate how the other, previously unknown, rivers flow into the northern ocean. Gerasimov's contribution to Giovio's text and map seems to have been largely limited to a description of the route from Italy to Muscovy and to updating the public on the extent of Grand Prince of Muscovy Vasili III's newly acquired domains in the north. The recovery of Giovio's map makes it necessary to say something about Battista Agnese's manuscript map entitled Moschoviae. Tabula. relatione / dimetrij legati descripta sicuti ipse apluribus acepit cum totam provinciam / minime peragrasse fateatur anno M.D.XXV octobris, which was discovered in 1882-1883 by Heinrich Michow in a signed atlas by Battista Agnese (Plate 9). 11 This map is dated Venezia, 1554. Leo Bagrow identified it as a copy of Giovio's original map, an attribution that was accepted by most other scholars. 12 A few, though, came to believe that Agnese drew the map in 1525, which would make it not a midcentury copy of Giovio's map but the oldest existing map of Russia. 13 The sixteenth-century habit of making hand-drawn copies of printed geographical maps in circulation, commonly carried out for many Venetian maps by Battista Agnese and Giorgio Calapodà, had evidently escaped their attention. 14 The title on Agnese's map is a modified version of Giovio's. Some words have been omitted (ex, se, mense), and there are spelling mistakes (acepit, apluribus instead of accepit, a pluribus) and errors in transcription (dimetrij instead of Demetrii). Among the toponyms, too, degraded versions from Giovio's map can be recognized, such as vorssa instead of vorsko; iuborg for viborg; tula ex laide (sic) cunstruta for Tula ex lapide constructa [Tula made of stone]. At the same time, Agnese kept Giovio's spelling of transulvania (for Transilvania). Of the five inscriptions on Agnese's map, three are found on Giovio's (the other two are new and do not apply to Muscovy). On balance, it can be said that Agnese's map shows nothing significantly new when compared with Giovio's, of which it appears to be no more than a poor copy with borders extended to include the regions east of the Caspian Sea. The sixteen placenames not derived from Giovio's map are either outside Muscovy or are substitutes (for example, Tanna for Azov). 15 It is clear from such copying errors and differences in geographical content that by no means all successive maps were compiled from the text of Paolo Giovio's Libellus. Some maps at least were copied from the one Giovio had provided as promised in that text and that Giampiero Bellingeri was searching for. By way of conclusion, we can reiterate this point with one further example. On Giovio's map 'Pecerra' (Pečora) is placed not east but west of the Severnaja Dvina, whose tributaries, the 'Suchana' (Sukhona) and the (unnamed) Pinega, have been transposed. 16 As Bagrow pointed out, although the Libellus makes no mention of the relative positions of these northern rivers, these mistakes are also found on Giacomo Gastaldi's map Moschovia (1548), and we have to assume that Gastaldi both saw and used Giovio's map. 17 The discovery of the map in its original version will undoubtedly contribute to a better knowledge of the early stages of Russian cartography in the modern age.
